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Stepwise combustion of acid residues of the CM meteorites Murchison and Murray 
revealed isotopically heavy carbon released a t  high temperature [I-31 with 613c values ranging 
up to  1 4 8 0 ° / ~  in Murchison [3]. Subsequent combustion studies on bulk samples showed 
heavy carbon to  be widespread: in addition to  Murchison and Murray it was found in Orgucil, 
Renazzo and Cold Bokkeveld [4,5]. Anomalously heavy C is released a t  high temperatures. A 
common finding of a11 these studies is that the heavy C comprises only a tiny fraction (a fcw 
ppm) of the total carbon present in the meteorites. Niederer et  al. [6] have used the ion probe 
to  analyze C istotopes in individual grains from a Murchison acid residue and found large 
(>20000/00) excesses of 13c in Al-rich oxide grains. However, these authors did not identify 
the mineral grains on an individual basis. 

We report ion probe measurements in grains from Murchison residue CFOc [3] which 
were individually characterized by SEM-EDX. Residue CFOc showed a release of C with d3c 
of 508 O/oo a t  900" C 131. In the present study individual grains were mounted by pressing 
them into a Au-foil 17). Two types of mounts were made: of untreated residue and of residue 
ashed in an R F  oxygen discharge. This treatment removes all carbonaceous material very 
effectively and leaves oxide grains. Some of these grains are optically opaque ("dark"), most 
are transparent ("light"). An EDX spectrum was obtained of each of the mounted grains from 
the ashed residue. The light grains consist mostly of spinel, some hibonites and some 
chromites, the proportions being roughly 80:8:12 %. There is, however, quite a variation i n  
the detailed composition. Most spinels contain substantial amounts of Cr. Many grains 
contain also varying amounts of Si which seems t o  be associated with Cr. Preliminary high 
resolution TEM observations [8] indicate that  the Si is present in an amorphous phase coating 
the mineral grains and filling the space between them. The dark grains consist mostly of i'c 
oxide (- 80 %) the rest showing the compositions of chromite and spinel. The ion probe 
isotopic measurements were made with C- ions produced by Cs+ bombardment. The 
experimental details of the ion probe isotopic analysis of single mineral grains a t  high mass 
resolution are given in ref. [7]. NBS graphite standard #21 was analyzed as a reference, 
terrestrial spinel grains were also analyzed for comparison along with the meteoritic grains. 
Measurement precision in the graphite and untreated residue was on the order of a few pcrrnil. 
The C-signals in grains from the ashed residue were down by a factor of - 1000 times 
compared to  the untreated residue, resulting in a precision of -30-100 O/OO, approximately t hc 
same as for the terrestrial spinels. Results of the isotopic measurements are displayed in Fig. 
1. The measurements on the unashed residue yield normal C isotopic composition. Also the C 
ratios measured in the terrestrial spinels are normal within the errors. 

In contrast, the C composition in the grains from the ashed residue shows wide 
variations, ranging from normal to 13c excesses of 2400 O/OO. These results confirm the 
measurements by Niederer et  al. So far no correlation between the elemental and the C 
isotopic composition of the grains can be seen. Large 613c values were found in spinels a5 well 
as in Fe oxide grains. On the other hand, some grains of both of these oxides display norm:tl 
carbon. Heavy carbon was also found in chromites but, so far, not in hibonite. However, riot 

enough grains of especially the latter two phases have been measured to  make any conclusions 
about the distribution of the heavy carbon in different minerals. The anomalous C does not 
seem to  be uniformly distributed throughout a given grain: the C isotopic composition varics 
greatly within a grain, but the present measurements do not allow us to determine whether 
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the anomalous C is contained in distinct inclusions within the host mineral. Robert and 
Epstein 191 as well a s  Yang and Epstein [lo] originally suggested that  the inorganic component 
of HCI-HF residues might be interstellar grains and that a diagnostic test of this hypothesis 
would be the existence of isotopic differences from grain to grain such as those observed here. 
While the present observations are consistent with these earlier suggestions they do not in 
themselves prove the interstellar nature of the oxide grains. 
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Fig. 1. Carbon 13 excesses measured in oxide grains from Murehison residue CFOc and 
terrestrial spinels. Plotted are the 613c values relative to PDB after normalization relative to 
NBS-21 graphite (613c = -28.1°/w) in bins of 100 O/OO width (CFOc) and 50 O/W width 
(terrestrial spinels). The average measurement errors and their ranges are given. 
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